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Specially Designed Instruction
Do’s Don’ts Do Betters

Apply appropriate and individualized supports for instruction and 
assessments, such as
•	 A visual schedule for a student with autism spectrum disorder 
•	 Frequent breaks and closer proximity for a student with ADHD
•	 A scribe who records answers on spelling tests for a student with 

dysgraphia 
•	 A communication board for a nonverbal student
•	 Worksheet directions paraphrased for a student with dyslexia 
•	 Additional time to solve math problems if a student has 

dyscalculia or memory issues 
•	 Writing frames for a student with executive function issues to help 

organize thoughts
•	 Behavior contract for a student with externalizing behavior
•	 Text-to-speech technology for a student reading below grade level

Do not enable students or give everyone with 
an IEP identical adaptations. For example, 
do not spoon-feed answers. Do not expect 
students to understand the same content 
without acknowledging different reading or 
math levels or offering advanced notice or  
wait time. 

Do not think that technology needs to be 
high tech to be effective or that it replaces 
instruction. 

Do not give adaptations without appropriate 
student awareness and staff preparedness. 

Do not contaminate the wait time with 
more verbiage or too much direction and 
overstimulation.

Assist, guide, mentor, monitor, and coach.

Offer opportunities for self-regulation.

Increase proximity and more frequent 
monitoring to ensure that the strategies are 
understood, applied, and generalized.

Be certain to give wait time for students to 
process.

Think about the classroom from a child’s point 
of view. For example, offer daily schedules 
and weekly calendars of events with advance 
notice for fire drills, half days, substitute 
teachers, no art, and so on.

Offer adaptations and monitor, then fade 
support to promote increased independence. 

Administrative Supports

Do’s Don’ts Do Betters

Coach, listen, and advocate for student achievement with 
all staff, students, and families. Circulate about the school at 
different times of the day to get a valuable pulse on staff and 
student relationships and instructional practices. Celebrate 
staff and student successes in morning announcements, daily 
actions, and verbal and written feedback.

Do not lead with the criticism or 
express negativity about inclusion 
philosophies or students with 
inappropriate feedback shared in 
informal and formal conversations, 
meetings, and evaluations.

Think outside the box to address staff concerns. For example, 
increase planning time for co-teachers by providing a floating 
substitute for half a day every marking period; slate time during 
the monthly faculty meeting for collaborative planning sessions.

Set up ongoing avenues for family communications with 
face-to-face meetings, invitations to school events, phone 
calls, and e-mail access.

Allow staff and families to voice concerns.

Merge student realities with district and legislative 
directives.

Do not share a laundry list 
of administrivia at a faculty 
meeting that could easily 
be communicated in fewer 
words, a bulleted list, written 
communication, or an e-mail. 

Collaboratively discuss individual students and class 
dynamics (e.g., curriculum knowledge and inclusion 
strategies; proactive thinking about the roles of students, 
families, GE and SE teachers, instructional assistants, related 
staff, and administration). 

Encourage staff to offer a combination of direct instruction, 
mini lessons, and 1:1 sessions with instructional guidelines 
that value research-based practices (e.g., universal design 
for learning at www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines). 

Do not dictate one size fits 
none and annoys all mandates 
without staff and family 
feedback.

Participate in and provide professional development that 
mirrors staff and student needs.

Replace autocratic leadership with representative 
staff voices; listen to, respond to, and validate student, 
educator, and home realities.

Specially designed instruction (SDI) is individually 
based and outlined by a team of school staff, family, 
and students, as appropriate. As with evidence-based 
practices, SDI is monitored to determine its effectiveness 
for each student’s unique needs. 

Specially designed 
instruction (SDI) 

administrative supports
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Administrators are at the inclusion 
helm because they are the ones who 
often provide and approve the class 
assignments, schedules, and financial 
and emotional supports. 
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Inclusion Pie

Schools have evolved from educating students 
with special needs in separate classrooms and 
segregated settings to educating students 
with and without disabilities side by side as 
collaborative peers within inclusive classrooms. 
The general education classroom is the least 
restrictive environment that is viewed as the 
first placement option under the Individuals 
with Disabilities Education Act. 

The crux of inclusion is that 
staff are qualified, supported, 
and prepared with knowledge 
of their students and the 
appropriate individualized 
instructional strategies. 

Inclusion is not a program but a 
preparation for life. The dilemma 
arises because no student is 
a clone of the next. There are 
five key areas to address when 
creating an inclusive classroom.

WHAT IS INCLUSION?

23 DO’S

28 DON’TS

32 DO BETTERS
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INCLUSION DO’S, 
DON’TS, AND  
DO BETTERS
  BY  TOBY J. KARTEN

Apple, blueberry, key lime, and pizza are different kinds of pies made up of 
diverse ingredients. This inclusion pie is no exception. Together, these five slices 
make up accepting and supportive inclusive environments. Although each part of 
the inclusion pie is individually colored, the slices are interdependent. 

Do Even Betters in Literacy in Reading  
and Content Areas

Students benefit when teachers offer 

*  Shared book reading with verbal and nonverbal cues for 
increased language development and print awareness in 
preschool students 

*  Intensive small-group reading instruction for 20 to 40 
minutes, three to five times a week for students who score 
below grade level on universal screening

*  Daily practice of auditory and oral skills (e.g., identifying, 
rhyming, discriminating sounds in words and syllables) 

*  Supplying and activating background knowledge (e.g., visuals 
and concept maps that offer organization and promote 
thinking skills, Think-Wonder-Explore charts)

*  Peer-assisted learning strategies for reading comprehension 
skills three to four times a week for 2nd through 6th graders 

*  Response journals to connect to the text 

*  Direct, systematic, and simultaneous multisensory instruction 
for phonemic awareness (e.g., raised letters, tapping out 
syllables, increased visuals)

*  Examples and nonexamples

*  Connect students to the learning with Project Zero’s compass 
points, asking learners for reflective connections: 

N need to know
S suggestion for   
          more learning 

E excited 
W     worrisome

*  Instruction on how to cite text-based evidence and improve 
research skills 

*  Graphic organizers to collect and sequence thoughts

*  Concepts that link to student-related analogies and 
metaphors

*  Opportunities to make cross-curricular connections (e.g., 
using algebra to balance chemical equations; reading 
Longfellow’s poem on Paul Revere in history class)

*  Focus sheets that outline step-by-step expectations and 
modeling for research projects

Do Even Betters in Social-Emotional-Behavioral

Students benefit when teachers

*  Provide individual choice and autonomy 

*  Instruct in self-talk for a student with depression or low  
self-esteem

*  Teach students self-regulation skills

*  Emphasize decision-making skills to students in grades 6–12 

*  Set up class meetings to increase prosocial behavior

*  Offer discussions, games, stories, and activities to develop 
and reinforce learner perspectives and core values

*  Provide feedback with school mentors and counselors who 
monitor behavior and act as advocates to improve academic 
performance for students in middle and high schools 

*  Focus on increased self-awareness with social-emotional 
learning programs that develop and maintain positive 
relationships that go beyond compliance to reduce conduct 
problems and emotional stress

*  Consult with instructional support team (e.g., behavioral 
interventionists, school psychologists, guidance counselors)

*  Share strategies with families

*  Self-monitor on-task behavior with appropriate models, strategic 
feedback, learner tools, and both low and high tech resources 

THE FIVE BASIC INCLUSION DO’S

1  POSITIVE ATTITUDE  
Possess and communicate a positive attitude 
that each student can and will attain ongoing 
achievements within inclusive environments.

2  EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICES  
Investigate and implement evidence-based 
practices and progress monitoring with ongoing 
knowledge of each student.

3  SPECIALLY DESIGNED INSTRUCTION  
Honor the specially designed instruction that 
is outlined in learners’ individualized education 
programs (IEP) to ensure that students with 
disabilities have access to the curriculum, 
based on their present levels of academic and 
functional performance.

4  COLLABORATIVE PRACTICES  
Value collaborative practices that promote 
shared responsibilities of general education 
(GE) and special education (SE) teachers, 
instructional assistants, related staff, students, 
and their families.

5  ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORTS  
Set up administrative supports that clearly 
advocate for, communicate, and provide the 
physical and emotional inclusion resources 
and models.

35+17+16+16+16
ATTITUDE

EVIDENCE-BASED 
PRACTICES

COLLABORATIVE 
PRACTICES

SPECIALLY DESIGNED 
INSTRUCTION (SDI)

ADMINISTRATIVE 
SUPPORTS
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EXPLORE IDEAS AT
• www.intensiveintervention.org/intervention-type/literacy 

EXPLORE IDEAS AT
• www.casel.org 
• www.do2learn.com 

 

Dyslexia and Other 
Reading Differences

ADHD Social, Emotional, 
and Behavioral 
Differences

Specific Learning 
Disabilities

Executive Function 
Issues

Speech and 
Language Disorders

Auditory Processing 
Disorder

Autism Spectrum 
Disorder

Intellectual 
Disabilities

Deafness and 
Hearing Impairments

Blindness and 
Visual Impairments

Physical Disabilities

Multiple Disabilities Inclusion Principles Additional Professional Resources

Please share your favorite site to  
toby@inclusionworkshops.com,  
and I will send out updates to  
continue OUR learning.

STRATEGIES FOR STUDENTS WITH _______

Do Even Betters in Mathematics

Students benefit when teachers provide 

*  Systematic and explicit math instruction

*  Verbalization of thought processes

*  Corrective feedback

*  Guided practice

*  Problem-solving models

*  Cumulative reviews

*  Guidelines for mathematical notation 
and symbols

*  Illustration of concepts through multiple media

*  Devotion of time to build fluent retrieval of basic arithmetic facts

*  Technology supported math instruction (e.g., fluent math 
retrieval, virtual manipulatives)

EXPLORE IDEAS AT
• www.intensiveintervention.org/intervention-type/mathematics 

TO BE A STUDENT, I NEED TO...
    listen    ask questions    review work    help peers     think about next steps and actions

Do Even Betters: Differentiate  
the Inclusion Practices 

Walk the differentiation talk with lessons 
that include varied content, process, 
products, and engagements:
*  Strategy tables with prepared resources 

for the just in case scenarios. For example, 
100s chart for students to reference for 
multiplication facts, differently leveled text, 
visual dictionaries, writing frames, curriculum 
manipulatives—from sharpened pencils 
to colored reading overlays to graphing 
calculators, and so on

*  Staff recipe boxes with instructional 
materials at hand (e.g., rhyming dictionary 
when teaching poetry, science and math 
manipulatives, curriculum visuals)

*  Offer stress free quieter spaces for behavioral 
reflections and study groups

*  Remember the value of lowering the voice to 
gain attention

*  Pay attention to the environment (e.g., 
background noises, lighting)

*  Think about next steps and when or what 
parts to repeat (e.g., retire the word wall, offer 
quarterly I Remember Box)

*  Set up classroom centers for repetition and 
enrichment with ongoing cooperative project-
based learning (e.g., classroom newspapers, 
curriculum collages, web quests, curriculum 
games, research opportunities)

*  Provide technology applications and 
accessibility

Have a clutter-free classroom with consistent rules 
and communication (e.g., announcing schedule 
changes, transitions, upcoming assignments, 
offering intermittent assignment checks and 
reinforcements to avoid downward spirals).

Communicate to students, families, and staff 
that students with different learning levels 
achieve high outcomes. High expectations 
are nonnegotiable.

TOBY J. KARTEN, a staff developer, instructional coach, educational 
consultant, author, adjunct professor, and inclusion specialist, has 
taught populations of learners ranging from preschool to graduate 
level. Her numerous resources are widely embraced by educators 
for their practical application and translation of the research into 

inclusive classrooms. Her ongoing professional goal is to collaborate with teachers to help 
them effectively deliver the curriculum and skills to students within their least restrictive 
environments, looking at inclusive placements as viable first options. To learn more about 
Karten and her work, visit her website: http://inclusionworkshops.com. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

IT IS ALWAYS ABOUT  
CURRICULUM INCLUSIVITY— 
how WE present the content  
to OUR learners.

ASCD is a global community dedicated to excellence 
in learning, teaching, and leading. Comprising 125,000 
members—superintendents, principals, teachers, and 
advocates from more than 138 countries—the ASCD 
community also includes 54 affiliate organizations. 
Our diverse, nonpartisan membership is our greatest 
strength, projecting a powerful, unified voice to 
decision makers around the world.

Continue the inclusion journey by exploring these resources. Please keep in mind that 
students are never solely identified by their disabilities or the neatly divided compartments 
shown here. If you have met one student with _____, you have met one student with ______.  
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